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principalâ€™s perspective.
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Tune in to talent | 5. Tune in to Talent. This paper has played back the more prominent talent problems
currently facing business leaders. Now it is time to share a framework to assist you in thinking through a
talent strategy that aligns your workforce to the needs of the business.
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A grammar issue I've just tuned in to â€“ or into? A question from a dinner guest prompts a closer look at the
nuances of â€˜intoâ€™ and â€˜in to.â€™ Regis Divignau
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Tune in to your Customers CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50 â€œSale day for live events is utter chaos. Online
sale day is quiet, unless we have local people come take one last look at the cattle. We spend sale time in
front of the computer, not in the barn, and we can watch what unfolds
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